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Finure 1. Part of the San Andreas fault zone and the location of the
Parli field-Choleme area.
2A. Early morning ( about 0600 Pacific Daylight Time 7-29-0a6)
Recoriofax IV infrared ina Gary, southern Cholwne Val.lc;; and
vicinity. !grow indicates approximate north.
2B. Midday (about 1200 Pacific Daylight Time 7-28-66) Reconofax IV
infrared iragery, southern Cholame Valley and vicinity.
Arrow indicates approx: mate north. Double arrows incUca.te
approximate incidence range of sun's rays during overfli[fat.
2C. Panchromatic vertical aerial photo of part of the area shoim
in figs. 2A and 23.
3A. Early morning (about 0600 Pacific Dayli ,,ht T:U11c 7-20-66)
Reconofax IV infrared imagery, central Cholame Valley and
vicinity. Arrow indicates approximate north.
313. midday (about 1200 Pacific Daylight T:ure 7-28-66)
Reconofax IV infrared im ), ;cry, central Cholame Valley and
vicinity. Arrow indicates approximate north. Double
arrows indicate approximate range of incidence of sun's
ra. i s during; overflight.
3C. ya,nchromcvtic ver icul aerial photo of a part: 0f the area
shown in fig:. 3A and 3B.
4A. Early morning (about 0600 Pacific Daylight 6'ime 7-29-66)
Reconofax IV iafrared imagery of northern Cholame Valley and
vicini,'1v. Arrow incL. ,,ates approximate north.
x
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Ficure 4B. 1,,,43.dd-.y (about 1200 	 Dayliaht Tirc 7-23-66)
Rccolloc lx _rV	 of northern	 VUU(,^y
and V cinity-
	 Arrow indicates UpproxUlate nor -11.
	 Dc-ublo
arrowo indicate appro:dmatc ran ge of incidence of sun s
rays during overflient.
4C. Panchromatic ve rtical aerial photo of a part of the area
chovu in figr,. 41A and 4B.
5A. Early morainS about 0600 Pacific Daylight Time 7-29-66)
Reconof,,,-x IV infrared imc.,,ery of Parkfield-Middle ,
 Mountain
area.
	 Arrov indicates approximate north.
5B. Midday (about 1200 Pacific Daylight Tillm 7-28-66)
Recoaofax IV infrared imagery of ParkficlOMiddle Mountain
area.
	 Arrow indict,ter, a pproxiimte north.	 Double arrowo
indicate approximate range of incidence of t'he sun's rays
during overifliGht.
5C. Panchromatic vertical aerial photo of a part of the area
shown in figs 5A and 5B.
6. Generalized geolo L-iu,
 map of the Parkfield-Cholone area.,
mocUfied from Jennings (1953), Marsh (196o), Dickinson
(1963, 1966a,b) and unpublished mps by T. W. Dibbles, Jr;;
( 1967, fig. 3)•
Figure 7. Sketch :yap of test area near Gold Hill, site of gro,ind
temperature observations of 7-29-68 and 7-30-68.
Comparison of soil and air temperature records from ground
test area near Gold Hill.
9. Comparison of infrareu temperature for bare soil, dry grass,an
green vegetation at test area near Gold Hill
10. Comparison of air temperature and humidity in green vegetation
and over dry-grass covered area at test area near Gold Hill.
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T. Comparison of U. S. Weather Bureau air teinperature in QCentigrade
for july, P8-29, 1966 ana .fiuly 29-34, 1968.
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Introduction
This report concerns infrared imagery obtained over an active
segment of the San Andreas fault during a period of continuing earthquake
shocks and measurable fault displacement. The investigation described is
past of a L.S. Geological Survey program to test and evaluate geologic
applications of a number of recently developed remote sensor techniques
in use by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. It was
undertaken to determine whether detectable thermal anomalies, marked by
-13^ infrared radiation, accompany active faulting.
Despite generally Favorable conditions and high-quality imagery, 	 F'
no anomalies of the type sought were detected. However, the im ageryyp	 ug	 ^	  Y
does illustrate very clearly a number of features that help locate the
San Andreas fault, and it shows both the limitations and advantage of
this remote sensing device. This report describes the geologic con-
.	 z:
ditions under which the imagery was obtained, the kinds of thermal
anomalies that were °ought, and the results shown by the imagery. It
also briefly examines some vegetation contrasts that are thought to be
responsible for some of the fault-line anomalies evident in the imagery.
The San Andreas fault is a major tectonic feature with right
lateral strike separation measurable in scores of miles. its current
and historic activity is shown by numerous earthquakes and by many
examples of fault movement at the earth's surface. Because of its
tectonic importance, its 600-mile length, and its ready accessibility
it has been used to evaluate and test a number of remote sensing 	
i
techniques. For example, Wallace and Moxham (1966) discussed empirical
relations observed in infrared imagery along a segment of the
;*za
4i_
I
aan Andreas fault in the Carrizo Plakin and Brown (1966), in anothQ.-
empirical study, related side-looking radar iragcry to geoloj;y. Other
studies utilizing remote sensing techniques are: in progrocs alon;"
selected parts of the San Andreas Fault. Of necescity most of thcoe
investigations must deal indirectly with the measurable geolo-ic effecto
of past faulting rather than directly with the process of faultinu. This
is Fortunate in some respects, for the geologic effects of numerous
episodes of fault movement tend to be cumulative. They thereby magnify
or enhance evidence of tectonic activity that might not be apparent
after a single episode of fault movement. On the other hand, it is
ofte2 useful to study dynamic geologic processes when they are in
operation, as Fischer and others (1964) have done with infrared surveys
of Hawaiian volcanoes.
An opportunity to investigate an episode of fault movement on the
San Andreas fault was afforded by the Parkfield-Cholame earthquakes of
June-August 1966. The Location' of this avea is shown in figure I. This
earthquake sequence began on June 27 with 2 foreshocks that preceded the
main shock of 5. 5 magnitude at 9: 26 p.m. Pacific Daylight'. Time. The
earthquakes--and the aftershocks that continued for several months--were
accompanied by surface tectonic fractures that exhibited several inches
of right-lateral strike slip displacement. Fault rupture at the surface
k was mapped for 23 miles and was observed both on the main trace of the
v
San Andreas fault and on a subsidiary trace about 0.7 mile southwest of
the main fault. The strike-slip displacement was monitored by a series
of strain-measuring quadrilaterals and detectable movement was recorded
for more than a month after the main shock on June 27. These and other
2
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t'hat SWJace 	 Z^momalies mi^,ht *O'e 'Corimad UO a ^70 &, 	Oult 0'.4 t'.^.a _"Ult
*ivity.	 Por a ,	 -iple j taider : a orablc condit- I ons therit"I
irij^ht be	 by:
a.	 above norzral hoat -flow 	 ,ssociatod diroctly 
with 
the procc:03 of
faultin., o nd with the i;^ovol'.1ant o,,." oae fc lult block past ka*^Iothe­&O
b.	 Disruption of the ground-'4^atcr.- Jy---'Uem by faultin, in such a
vay that the pro-earthqualke water-table is subotantial'.Ly
elevated or lowerod with respect to the ground rmrface.
c.	 Introduction of warmer waters, from deep confined aquilCcrs.,
into the ncar" s0 urface. ground-water oupply, or the more easily
detected--
d.	 Introduction of warmer letaters into surface stream.s.
e.	 Nonormal p„-,00liar, (due to greater surface exposure) of mole-
tracked and fractured ground that is one su-cface expression of
fi faulting.
Anomalies arising solely from ,(a) above are unlikely to be detectable
by the infrared surveys described, here.
	 la a Wtudy of the heat flout
”-ac coss the San Andreas fault further north Brune and Roy (1968) su	 est
that any heat-flow anomrily due to friction on the fault is less than
o
r0.0 cal/cx`a2 aee and they cite heat flow values of 1.2/,( ca,l/cr 22 sec for
a line of heat flow stations that cross the fault near Hollister,
California. At the surface of the earth ) absorption and reflection cf
solar heat, and radiation of thermal energy into the atmosphere cause
daily fluctuations in surface temperatures that are orders of magnitude
greater than the contribution of geothermal heat. Consequently ) precise
studies of geothermal flux are commonly made in bore-holes or manes to
reduce or eliminate the effects of surface heating. Because the heat
flow associated with fault movements is even lsss than that normally
measured in studies of the geothermal gradient., it is not surprising
that no such anomaly was detected.
Temperature differences of several degrees centigrade are commonly
encountered as a result of near- avrfaGi; water tables and such differences
are detectable with the infrared
	 systems used. Many of the most
evident anomalies on both daytime and nighttime infrared imagery can be
related to the presence of water--in the ground, ponded, or in flowing
f	 streams or possibly to the effects of soil moisture as postulated by
Wallace and Moxham (1966).
In addition to the anomalies that might be associated with active
:Gault movements, some geologic units are known to display characteristic
infrared signatures due to their own peculiar chemical or physical
t
properties. Such units are most easily recognized and delineated where
vegetation is sparse and soil cover is thin Although the area des-
cribed here is not one of heavy or dense vegetatl_on, most of it has some-
form of vegetative.cover and alluvium and soil commonly extend to depths
of at least several feet along the fault. The area, therefore, is not
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well suited to the study of the infrared radiation characteristics of
bedrock units, but it does offer the possibility of detecting subtle
soil, ground water, or geologic differences that are reflected in
vogotation patterns, for vegetation of different types and in different
stages of life are detectable by infrared, surveillance.
Infrared imagery
Several sets of infrared imagery are available for the seGment of
the San Andreas fault between Parkfield and Cholame. A daylicht strip
obtained on June 41 1965 and at about 1:80,000 scale is part of an
extensive infrared survey of the San Andreas fault in the central Coast
Ranges that was made using a Reconofax III system in a DMSA aircraft.
Although the imagei7 for this strip is high quality, it shows chiefly
the effects of mid-day solar heating, which do not facilitate geologic
I nterpretation. It does, however, show a number of features along the
San Andreas fault, and in some places the fault can be accurately
delineated on the basis of the 3.magery. It is of interest here only
because. it forms some basis for comparison with post-earthquake infrared
daytime imagery.
The first post-earthquake infrared imagery was obtained during
daylight, hours on July 7, 1966 using a Bendix infrared imaging radio-
meter aboard an Abrams Aerial Survey Corp. aircraft. This imagery, at.
a scale of about 1:13,000, lacks the sharp contrast and fine detail that
was achieved subsequently with the Reconofax I"I system, but it portrays
adequately the more evident daytime thermal anomalies. For most of the
areas imaged the detail is adequate for accurate location of geographic
points, and the infrared signature patterns clearly show: trees, tanks,
^i
1
Gtrc:am cour.,3co, roadij (both prived an(i 1,ltl;pavo l), cuti,Q.Q,.
trail3, buried pipelines, and fields in various stages of cultivation.
Part: of the $an Andreas fault can be identified from the infrared
si, atures of sag depressions, offset streams, and straight stream
courses, but it is generally difficult to locate the fault solely on
the basis of the immgery. Like the June 1965 imagery, that obtained
with the Bendix instrument is not ideally suited to geologic interpre-
tation because it was obtained during daylight hours. Several nighttime
overflights were made with the Bendix system, but apparently instrumental
difficulties were not overcome and no usable nighttime imagery was obtained.
On July 28 and 29, 1966 additional infrared imagery was obtained
along the fault trace by a NASA Convair 240A equipped with a Reconofax
IV infrared scanning system. These flights were planned to gather 2
sets of infrared data one during the' daylight• hours, the other ,just
before sunrise. Of the two, the pre-sunrise flight was the most
important for geologic interpretation. Just before daylight solar
heating effects are minimized, most radiating surfaces have lost a large
part of the infrared energy absorbed during the daylight hours, and
consequently differences in radiation patterns that are due to geologic
phenomena become relatively more detectable.
The daytime flight was completed between 12:36 and 1:05 p.m. Pacific
Daylight Time, on July 28. The early morning flight on July 29
encountered aircraft positioning problems due to poor visibility. This
resulted in some delay so that the sun had risen before the flight was
completed. Imagery wasobtained between 5:43 and 6 :07 a.m. (Pacific
Daylight Time) and sunrise vas at about 6:03 (Pacific Daylight Time).
^o
I
l,lthouji the flight data summan ,
 reports that the Nun was several
de,roes above the horizon at 5:55 a.m. this must still have been
before sunrise to a ,ground observer. Despite the possibility that
some of it may have been obtained after sunrise, there is little or no
evidence of this in the infrared imagery and any effects due to solar
1
heating must be minor.
	
The July 29 imagery is gencrally satisfactory
for Geolo is iatoi-prota-Lon and because it and that taken during the
daytime on July 28 are superior to the other infrared surveys, this
report is concerned solely with the results shown by the imagery of
3
July 28 and 29.	 Although these data were collected more than a month
after the main earth wake on June 27 	 earthquake activity and faultq	 ^	 q	 Y
movement were continuing.
	 Eaton (in Brown and others, 1967, p. 6o)
reports an aftershock rate, recorded at the Gold dill station about
midway between Parkfield and Cholame, of 19 quakes per day for July 28,
and Wallace and Roth (n
 Brown and others, 1967) have shown that
detectable fault movements continued into August.
Interpretation of imagery
General discussion .--Much of the information contained in the
selected saYnples of early morning (figures 2A, 3A, 4A, and 5A) and mid-
day ( figures 2B, 313, 4B, and 5$) infrared imagery can be easily
related to terrain and cultural features shown on conventional aerial
photographs ( figures 2C, 3C, 4C, and 5C) .	 The illustrations of infrared
imagery in this report have been enlarged from the original film strip.
` Although the infrared radiation depicted in the imagery is a
function of both absolute temperature and emissivity, the variations
in emissivity are probably relatively minor, and most of the contrast
.t
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NY.o;^. , is the ima ;cry is presumed to fie a function of temperature. r^X
reproduced here the infrared ima ery shows war= areas in light tones
µnu cold areas in dart tones, Thus in figures L. and 2B, for example,
surfaced roads, slightly cooler than their surroundings in the &t, rtirre
f
imagery (figure 2B), are distinctly warmer than the adjoining areas in
the early horning imagery (figure 2A). Similarly, in the same set of
Imagary, the bed of Cholame Creek is relatively cold in the daytime
imagery and is evide nt as a dark, well-defined drainage system in w
background of relatively warm grass-covered terrain. The creek bed is
much less evident in the early morning imagery of figure 2A, but can be
distinguished as slightly cooler than its surroundings (right of center
of figure 2A) or slightly warmer than its surroundings (left of center
of figure 2r`1). The cause of the apparent differences in early morning
infrared radiation from the creek bed 's not tno b 'tZ	 ^ w  but ^ could be a
result of: 1) standing or running water in the lower part of the stream
(right side of figure 2A) and a dry creek bed upstream, 2) warmer run-off
from irrigated fields near the left margin of figure 2A as opposed to
normal or near normal groundwater temperatures downstream, or 3)
response of the imaging system to changing infrared temperatures in the
terrain on either side of the stream bed (in this case, the stream bed
infrared temperature may be essentially the same throughout figure 2A,=
but because of system response to the entire field of scan it appears
relatively cool in one area and relatively warm in another).
Some features are clearly visible on both daytime and early morning
imagery. Examples are the surfaced roads and stream beds mentioned
above, irrigated fields which are generally cooler than their
(
8
ourrou;dingc, ponded water or that in tanks--relatively cool in the
daytime imagery but distinctly warmer than nearby areas at sunrise--,
an4 soza cultivated fields which vary in t eir infrared signatures but
which con,-.,only exhibit a contrast with natural vegetation.
Other features are readily identifia'ole only on one set of iaa;,, ery
or the other. A fence near the center of figure 2B is clearly evident
under dcytize conditions but is only locally apparent in figure 2A. A
cultivated field northeast of the Jack Ranch headquarter: is clearly
r cooler than nearby natural vegetation in the early morning m ery
(figure 3A) but is bwrely distinguishable in figure 3n. A pourer line
(left of center of figure 313) can be identified by the thermal contrast
of it-3. steel towers and by a cool band associated with a road that
follows it, but it is evident in figure 3A (early morning) only by a
warmer-than-normal line that marks the power ;line road. An airstrip
which shows as a warn, band in the early morning imagery of figure 3A
cannot be identified in the daytime imagery of figure 3B.
Geologicinterpretation .--Nuznerous
 examples of relations like
those described above are evident on the infrared imagery illustrated,
but even a cursory examination of the imagery shows that most of the
information conveyed in it concerns differences in vegetation type
and stages of growth. It is therefore difficult to interpret geologic,
relations directly from the infrared imagery. But geologic information
can be extracted from some of the vegetation patterns where these are
controlled by geologic conditions. Interpretation of this sort is
analogous to that used in the geologic interpretation of conventional
aerial photos, where certain vegetation types are known to grow
9
i
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sclectivc: y on some rocl. units a:lu. nciv on cther , or where fault uoaas
or perreable strata provide near-surface groundwater that favors gro,eh.
The tziount of geologic data that can be extracted from voL.;etation
patterns varies greatly with climate, rock type:, structural co,-,nlerity,
and soil depths as well as with other varia'ales. In general, the level
of interpretation possible is considerably less than where bedrock units
ure exposed at the surface, and soil and vegetative cover is n-inimal.
Yet, because much of the earths surface is covered with plant groirth,
geologic interpretation of vegetative patterns has widespread applica-
bility, and used together with other terrain analysis techniques it is
s often the only meazis of quickly obtaining geologic data by remote means.
Although the imagery shown here was obtained for a study of the
San Andreas fault, it contains additional geologic informition as well.
Alluvial deposits of Cholame Valley and its tributary valleys are well
}
defined, and are manifested in the early morning imagery as darker or
cooler areas surrounded by the.wa,rmor tones of hilly areas covered with
natural vegetation. This contrast is most evident where the alluvium
has been cultivated and supports crops, but it is also apparent in
a
natural vegetation. It is particularly clear in the left 1/3 of
figure 3A where old meander scars of Cholarae Creels impinge against the
k	 hilly bedrock terrain to the northeast. To a lesser extent, the
alluvium-bedrock contact can also be detected in the daytime imagery
(see especially figure 2B). Although several factors rmy contribute
to the characteristic infrared pattern of the alluvium it seems to be
chiefly due to the density and vitality of vegetation there, a result
in turn of richer soil and relatively abundant soil moisture in the
alluviated areas. For much of the area shown in figures 2 through 5,
10
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alluv^.al &,posits can be r,.orc easily and zoo;:: accurately delis-Lc wtaa on
early mornin lnfxa,red it -erj than on convantioxil air photos or by
other known tee'. iniques. Tnterpreta Lions of this sort, however, rust be
made cautiously, for under certain conditions cool thersraal signatures
for valley areas are produced by cold air that accumt la,tcs at low
elevations during the night (E. Wolfe and M. Claris, personal commun.)
7-1-68).
Another contrast of possible geologic significance is that shown
by hilly areas on opposite sides of the San Andreas fault. The laills
southwest of the fault, in the bottom hall' of figures 2 and 5 and in
the bottom 1/3 of figures 3 and 4, are intricately dissected and are
covered with both oak and native Grasses. Those northeast of the
fault, in the upper part of figures 2 through 5 are less dissected and
are chiefly grass covered. These differences are shown in both daytime
and early morning imagery: tree cover is most evident in the daytime
imagery but the subtle tonal contrast is more obvious iii the early
morning; imagery where the upland areas northeast of the fault appear
distinctly warmer and brighter than those to the southwest. Degree of
dissection can be observed about equally well on either set of imagery.
Nongeologic controls may be responsible for some or all of the
contrast, but Published geologic maps (Jennings, 1958;'Narsh, 1960;
Dickinson, 1963, 1966a,b) show that the near surface rocks of the two
upland areas differ markedly in ;heir physical and chemical properties
(figure 6). Southwest of the fault the Cholame hills, shoran in the
lower parts of figures 2 through 5, are underlain in most places by the
Paso Robles formation of late Tertiary to Quaternary age, a sedimentary,
11
Iua2 t O;C40,1;t-',ar Lae vri. i.n, C2ou`"t$r3ow^:!dt C:,'3ii.w.;.^' o^ ^iw:^d, silt, Cl: y,	 iCL
CrIlwal. Across the fault, to the no tlicact, tVhL hill i.7rcao3 In.7how"I in,
'V G u>por part cf fiC;ures 2 throuji 5, ure underlain by co.t li:'r .y
folc'.P-d and ,fculted r marine oedim"rotary rocks of I. esozoic and Tertiary
'1"
, ,and by a tecton3,c cor; ilex of cwt olas^;ically d:fo d I csozolo.
ccdir;i.:nt4ry rocks that have been invaded by cerpentinite. :"athouell
it Is difficult to prove SUCII a rolationwnh ip, it ,", acy,1a ,l,i'^oI y t 1l at tiro-Lo
Gcolo io differences, throia"h their effect on native ve;etation, are
responsible for sore.e of the contrast seen in the imagery.
Probably the most striping infrared anor^41y shown in the pre-
suirise imagery is that; associated with Gold Hill, which shows in
fitgn.xres 3A and 4A as a bright i-rarm area. This anomaly coincides very
closely with a lens-life mss of hybridized metamorphic and iGneous
Y	 rne;lcs (fi rrure 6) described by Ray (1963) at., amphiboli.te and mcttamorpho -ed
crystalline rock; that superficially resemble a radium Grained diorite.
Gold Hill is surrounded by relatively y ounG tern ace depos;Its and
alluvium but similar crystalline rocks crop out in a small area about
0.6 mile northeast of the crest of Gold 1411. This relatively small
exposure of Gold Hill lithologry is identifiable in figure 3A as bright
warm area similar to the anomaly associated with the larger mass of
crystalline rock.
Without evidence to the contrary, one miGht account for the Gold
Hill anomaly by its slope orientation. The thermal anomaly is associated
with a west-facing slope that presumably must attain its maximum
temperature later in the day than adjoining nearly-horizontal lowland
areas. Accordingly the nocturnal cooling curve for the crest slope of
Gold Hill could lag behind similar curves for lowland terrain, and
12
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i u ,..,rly norz,.-Inn v«1,.^ «.	 ,.3v.,^..l,r woula .r , ;^.^'o..	 o', Q;; t., . ^1,.wv ^lU,p o;
stzoh ar. "' no. sly wo g, .c b4	 of i;^ olo is co..c* .tic .
e4 +'Eo	 oda reµoot..,3in j	 t;u	 ^i1k I.^..64 tLw^.Lo► i•	 P.i.rM iJ, I he 4i^fe.^t .le
w aza aro" nor v east of Golc' "U11--and also ',ar.Ojz 2.ain by crystwll:»nc
rocks--is in terrain with low relief, ; of it (-,4 .bits a var m infr%urcd
si=4ure resembling that o . Gold hill. Saco na, L.4.11 ,lope, si:^.ilµr in
lic ,.14 ; t, i mdiont, and orientation to the west slo^o o,. Gold Hill aro
found elsewhere alor)G the northeastern sq.do of Cnolarm Valley (notably
near the upper left nay: gin of fi.-ure 2A), yet none of these show
evidence of higher--than-normal radiation. T therefore conclude that
hill slopes shot-rn in the early morning imagers have attained a stato
of therml equilibrium a-ad that the Gold Hill anomaly has some other
cause--most
 likel;, a geologic influence because of the small anomaly
associated Frith similar rock types to the northeast.
The crystalline rocks of Gold Hal are well exposed in only a few
places and most of the area underlain by these rocks is mantled with a
thin soil that supports a, sparse native grass cover on the southwest
L''^ ope and a grass and oak cover on the northeast slope, The thermal
infrared characteristics of Gold dill are therefore probably not a.
direct result solely of bedrock lithologf, but are due to a combination
of geologically-controlled surface or near-surface conditions. The
rua.ativeparogcllc aa of graaN covor, the, thin soil, and the prest•ncc of
d_,nue crystalline rock at shallow &^pth probably combine to proauco a
surface that, during the nocturnal cooling cycle, emits more radiant
energy than its surroundings. Evidence to support these conclusions is
based chiefly on observations at a test site where thermal conditions in
1?
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. 
11,	 V1,V ,W,4,;rv,4 ions "re disouoz^!d.	 Ot.,,er
lies, similar in tone c-nd contraot to -hose at Gold 111ill 4na to
t*A10 .,.ortLcast, are up;areT Iv^ "t a uui.:.)or of places on tine iix.4eery; few
of these, if any, appear to be litholo-tical*.^.y coatrollod and they64
app"reatly are &,ae to ot',Ior, ua!,=.o^ m. c^.u .,X;a .
, *%a	 "	 V4. 
	 114 ,=X"­ " ies "1011C t1l"Le cv,, 4m,ce of tl-.e ;3w111 t4 ,L"oao fault.--The
infrarad L-IwtL rolary of fIc;urO ,.'O 2 '41411rouc-,th 5 Zliow a v"riL-ty oll' turr.Aia
and vooev.,41on contrLLL;*'L*,s t4ut afi re alined along thu "Ctivo
txL4c.os o:C tLo. San JIMdreaS fault. None 
of 
the:;o appear to be due solely
to the 190606 episode of fault movez,ont, nor was any evidence found of
inMfrL ,- r(,, (I anomalies cuucc-d by heat- conducted from the earth' s i iterior
or by i;eotI-iar=:411y hooted groundwater.
IVA'an-,ly- of the terrain features alon,,,7, the fault. such as offset
stre=s, straient ., fault-controlled atream, segaenta, scarps, and s"-G
depressions are better seen and more readily interpreted from con-
ventional black and white panchrolratic aerial photos than from the
imagery. Por this reason, no further evaluation of the terrain features
is attempted in this report.
Some of the vegetation patterns found aloaS the fault are more
clearly djefined in the infrared imatery than in other available remote
sensing systems. Some of these are, as far as is knovra, shown only by
the infrared imagery. The following discussion concerns a representative
sample of the infrared anomalies that appear Mons the fault zone and
that seem to be caused by vegetation patterns related to fault trace
14
ico',,*d:Ltio*.-%,s. *Neur
	 .4 %	 .-A	 jw -Uj	 ly V-11 of 	 are: Last axTran-ad
eUrly norain-	 oi' fi^;uras "I	 4A; ana 5f,•
bc4rely parceptible infr6+x,;:d contrast is s*.io-vmx alon.- the *4':cult
41—"o in t" - e le."'t center part of fiWoure 2A iLx,,,.1'.'diutcly southwcsth of theW.,	 .4	 A
Parkfiold road. A ciark cool area northeaw 1u,
 of t1ho fault contrasts with
a very slightly erarzr.er area across ti p(-, fault to the southwest. Field
incpootion of this area disclosed no visible soil di*Cferenceo nor WUZ
ov-1denco found for near surface U)-rouadvrater on either side o*f the
fLwult, but the fault trace narks the approx,mate boundary between a
relatively thick stand of dry Grass (apparently dead o  July 2U, 1963--
exactly 2 years after the imaCor,,,,, was obt-al.". ^.', northeast of the fault,
and otailtar but sparser dry Grass southwest of the fault. The anomaly
thus -appearp, to be due to a vegetation difference controlled by the
fault )
 bra,, its precise cause is unknowia. Because the fault commonly
Ml-rvo-o ar, " bt^xrior to ,roundwater tho voCatution coatraci; 1"',Uy bu
result of different groundwater levels across the fault; or, because
sore wells in Cholazo Valley have encountered salt water and others have
yielded fresh water, a soil salin:Uy contrast may be the cause. Mhat-
ever the cause, the fault trace appears to be of prime influence in
controlling its effect on vegetation.
A well-defined cool infrared anomaly about 0.4 nLile north o-."L' the
Jack Ranch headquarters is apparent on both figures 3A and 3B. It
appears on fiCurc 3B as a narrow arcuate band., gently concave towards
I
the west. This pattern coincides with green, living vegetation aroi^rina
at the base of a low scarp bordering a sag depression along the most
recent trace of the fault. Spring lines along the fault here coincide
15
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with tr,.-o	 put,*U,ern and "ecouat Vor -.*to lonuli., 'ution in a
terr"in, that is else*,Wacro covoz--d with di-y 0 s *-4-ra. A much smaller but
cimilar anozialy Is visible on the daytime :Umitony OVioure aB) o0out,
0 -7 mile north of Jack Ranch headcluartoro, 
it 
appcars ar, a darker cool
spot and is produced by a small plot of arcea leafy vegetation Crowlna
in the center of a sag depression that is otherwise marked by bare
soil (fine sandy silt with scatterod, coarso. sand C;r",,ins), in-lio
relatively small feature is not c:p pa:,ent on the early moraine imu-ery,
and it is of interest chiefly because it provided a convenient site at
which to compare thermal and infrared characteristics of different
surface environments.
1  well marked lineazient, along the San Andreas fault near - 2 -Uhe center
of fic'ure 5A extends for about a mile northwest of Parkfield, where it
appoars as u li ght-toned warm stripW	 . cutting throuj3h surroulid:Ln[;r, with
more variable infrared characteristics. Thy s lineament can also be
identified in the daytime imagery of figure 5B but it is less distinct
there than in the early morning imaGexy. It can be related to -Lul-billed
sparsely wooded 3rasoland, along a narrow trench that is controlled by a
trench that coataitis the trac(,. of most recent faulting. The rolativoly
sparse dry arassland of the trench area seems to radiate (or reflect)
more infrared energy than adjoining tilled areas, which support a
denser grass cover.
Surface observations
Purpose and scone.—To help evalu p.to the aerial infrared ima
-C;ery a
small area on the ground was selected where ground based radiometer and
temperature measurements could be obtained under conditions similar to
t	 ^ I
I	 16
17
G;.-oixid :-^,,L . W-urcm.ontr' 'Wor-
July 2 U'lid July :,0 ) 1901) -0
W;-At sua posit*:Lono and L;olar
	 Q:C'Lccto would	 tho5o
L^,h	 A	 l:'light 	 reasonably c ose:	 flirdlt tLeptoUj
coaditiono was achieve  by refw.'.01100 to lu- 'o pilot' s flight log of
weather conditions on July 28-29, 1966 and to U.S. Weather Bureau
14JI40fag f6:e VtA CW :71 1Ur at r-ar, X60103 and Vrjeb^ VLjj der, 'the
co-.,r.Tparable stations for which data were availa1ble (see table 1).
Because i-iiort of the characteristic infrared patterns observed in
the airborne imagery seemed to indicate differences in vegetation
'-,atterao, the tc;3t arou was sel'
--ted to obtain ter.merature data oil dry
barren soil, on dvj grass, and on a plot of 6vocn, living vegetation.
Only a small area and a few vegetation types could be examined because
the infrared radiometer used is dependent on an external power source,
in this case an automobile battery, and it is generally irq)ractical to
move the power source cace a series of measurements have been started.
The influence of near. surface air -temperature gradients, -vfnich can
materially affect infrared imagery, was also considered important . For
this reason it was desirable to select a low area where air temperatures
at several heights abovo the ground could be compared as a means of
determining whether cold air accumulated at low eleirations.
For obvious reasons the temperature and other data obtained from
the test area cannot be rigorously applied to the airborne imagery. It
is useful ., however., in showing the general range of some of the para-
meters depicted in the imagery and in suggesting reasons for some of the
imagery contrasts.
N
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Table I
Comparison of U.S. Weather Bureau air temperatures in °Centigrade for
July 2.8-29, 1966 and July 29-3 0, 1968
T-28-66
	 7-29-66
(7-29-68)	 (7-3o-68)
	Low
	
High
	 Low	 High
Peso Robles	 11 (17)	 37 (36.8)	 6.7 (13.4)	 35 (35.5)
Priest Valleys	 7.8 (11.6)	 33 (35.5)
	 8.9 (15.5)	 35 (33:5)
Average differ-	 4.9	 +1.2	 +6.6	 -0.7
k
I	 enc a 7-68
r
IO"ILILv
--The test area selected is a
1z	 10	 O:C	
T
a	 Gold AU.,oQp- ,Qssi1-1 :bout 0.1653" 4 1C	 ^ ,
	
V 0J. Y!	 W UAW U	 ll .6.L ".Lu
about 0. 7 mile northiq,^st of the.'. Jae 4k R.-,-Vt11h	 It 'tics alonc;
to L c 3 9 C.S 0 :Cracture .-one of the San Anda-eac f"ult aad is about =ddx;,"xj
between stations 11 5 and P16 of the maq of ''he fault break (Broiwi and
Vod& r	 A.1967^ UG- 2, p. 7) . It 
is 
undorlain by alluvivj.^,, 'Out is about
uj"'Uh"* U20 feet doova tut=Vrormit .1LAVO.1 02 ChOlt2jiU C"OU I.	 A f	 3J3.UU111!-"tViC
may of the test area (ficare 7) shows its oh.-pc and the location ol"
instrument sites from which data were obtained. Relief in the vicinity
of the test area is low; the floor of the sag depression is level and
is surrounded by terrain from about, ^ to 20 feet higher, with greatest
relief northwest of the depression.
Three types of temperature measurin- devices were used. Therrolin-lCers
were placed at variWole heights on stakes at S-1 and S-2 ( figure 7) to
record near surface air temperature gradient's. At $-1, 3 thermometers
were located with their bulbs 7, inches, 21 inches, and 34 inches above
the ground surface, A single thermometer wa,s located about 30 inches
above the ground at S-2, or about 65 inches higher than the bare earth
surface of the sag. All thermometers were ex.posed to direct radiation.
Recording therino-raphs ware located a:L T-1 ., T-2, and T-3 (figure 7) with
their sensing. elements buried beneath 2 inches of soil;' after burial,
the surface at each of these points was restored as nearly as possible
to its tmdisturbed state. Infrared temperatures were obtained on green
vegetation near T-1, on bare earth near T-2, and on dry grass near T-3.
M.
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i^.^L 3 Wjx^^I/i,•^/V,i F3 '}uIM 1 n:	 11 ^.V'.w!	 t^14l .i l it 4^aL V •^• t^^^l ^!	 I y	 1	 ten./w'`la^,	 ^nY	 W4akle^w. 	fN,I, M+'a .L 	.r^!	 VY	 atv w+l/	 s/
^.blill	 ^ ^^ •lwl.4 5 «.+VL^	 4^ ^I..	 ^. ^^.^.	 .l.Zi 4li ;L ^rk.l. a` • 	 ti^i^^;i 	 ri'a .±^S: ^l~^\.r^i •f rs,•i,v '7 KM	 t.	 .,	 •e	 ^., .'. `.lf^.^y4.y,,,;.^	 a..l,,,.i+.a• v.l, ^ 4 .+.^ ^`n.w.A
^1
.Z.
T t	 '}r	 i\	 f^ 3 	 ^	 '^ o	 w	 ^	 • R	
l°
l	 '!	 '1 	 A	 A.. „	 ^	 n	 lyy:.^i a!»y... 3•l,R,
,!r ot,+.4^.G.	 4C'7,	 ^li	 4b4 ^ui ^h 47^r	 ^,/V	 1'/^tLr wLL	 V	 . "^. V.^n	 ^Va a^w^	 3. a.^ii V"d	 ^Ma	 K^ie	 Mlle ,(, 'v4 ^/ L{r1a .. .1	 I,n	 .l lati 4_^. aw.'vA^w W
recorded.
Two les of tiro .,.o; rcphs were used. T,110-wewt T-2 ;1iid T-. :" =J rz.
Electric Autolite	 1000 Und	 rl4n^;o f i't°3i+2 20 to 220°w''.
Tho thcrmo r wiph c..`u -1, also an 231.ectrwc	 " l a !	 "el WOOD ) 1''
vl,u.^nCrattll y run, Oi. rG to 120 0 F. Cwlla^.:wtio:a odf t:1ie tz1eL...0;.,..,.,^..L,,
au izast a mex cu.y thcr t oire.ter st, azlds+ d i.adicwtcd th.c.^	 r..^c to ,r^ U." I III
2°F for the rango of telrperatttrc:a recordeu. Selected tisez^tzo>-.zpli
tormi.o tore values wore later co iartaa to ccnti ;r ;CLe for co;.. , +.rison
'vith ot'k—er reci dines .
Infrared -empe:rature s were obtained iri th a B :ern e S Easlineerin 3
Company IT-3 radiometer (8 to 14 /,^ spectral range) with a scale calibrated
i'rot, -10 to 45 "C. Calibration af;a'LnSt a water standard and a rr..^:rcurf
t12ci noz; titer showed the ir^ec sure d infrared t z.rerature to vwry ao nore
than 0.8 0C from the standard in the rango from fit• to 45 °; for most of the
range measured in the field, variation from the standard was less than
0.5°C. Because of the 45 °C upper limit of the radiometer, infrared
terrlporatures were obtained only during tho hours froia 2000 to 0800 P.D.T.
The lack of infrared temperature during dayligat hours is not critical
because nearly all of the anoinalies shown on the imagery are most
exirphasized in the pre-sunrise flij^lit.
Besides tiic -exaperature recordN, relative humidity was dc:teri:iinc d
for air in the vicinity of the green vegetation at T-1 and for air about
3 feet e.; ove the dry sass covered tcrrain. These: rmcasure ..tints were
made wi, rrh a hand aspirated psychrometer, chiefly to facilitate hew; idity
:va <
t
4.^.^.Vioas	 wit4tn.^„^.	 ,f	 ^,;	 0^ri..2	 Oi	 ^,,.'r rwLl	 Y+:,,<.41.sYU.i.^raL«	 «MX.ir^«^I
yy	 .,I	 }.	 a.	 ',	 '{	 {+,	 •'	 yi	 '( •	 T..•,..	 i	 .	 . , ^ ry(	 +,. 1 .	 et	 (>	 '	 .>f-/	 r..	 "	 .y	 R•	 ^.`,.i P•x.111 â \'Jt^)i}Y T,.4f 	Y14.L!	 tAV •^J	 .4 'sIY	 ^6NaV	 ^J-.wt. s1"^J 1. 1e. ^I^'..A,, 	 C^.6	 ki 	 Iri a!-I	 t. 	 4t	 kJ	 ^. rJ	 ,t i rz.l 4.es s L 	-I
Y	 }u,j	 1,1yx .^ 	li»	 rt	 1	 .	 1,°%t._i
	 4	 t:/	 ^a ,^^	 U+:.S>	 1.	 rl...a
	
-ltt i .''+ ,	 ,.. t_ `^f^•.r	 Y	 `	 .r+. 4>"	 ""i.la. ^,. R . i i	 V!	 ir , l. 'lr	 xt.t ► 	1	 !	 "	
..	
v1	 Z	 ^Jnl . 1°	 „^.	 f9,	 f1,'l,^
.	 . . i	 .:a	 ,	 i'+•t'e	 .4	 ( 	 ° 1	 ♦ 	 'i	 d._., rs,	 rt	 .{	 .y	 ^. 	 «7 	 . ) d.:	 r:r	 7..	 ,1a	 •!	 _^.	 1J.tVtyiIJ "• «I.	 bvl,I, l.L	 rJ — L,s •	 ,	 -	 oJ.	 V 40	 0 "	 Laws	 ,.. ^«^.4.ii 11.^. ^' ^r 	 aA»wu.41.t.. 'i. 1JU	 ^.i.^  
!
hJ
+^.	 ^1	 ^ ^L	 ..,,.y , /^ 	 nry^	 ^,w,	 + p^ 	 t,"	 ^Fy ¢rf •	 N 1	 •')	 } + 	 •1 	 '>	 r7 ^	 r "f 1
	
:Cor 	 plot.(.1. .j, ^^^ L	 ^y j	 }.u,^.J	 bL.	 y .L. .4 VY^lr^/41.7	 ^. Gr
	
61.^d4^	 j7^lJ V	 Vi. .^.	 1J^. 	 ^uLi4. J.4 wt.	 V	 ai yA 4L	 NJ.LV lJww
tJr	 4ak0	 a 4tL^: f v •
+I1^ ^^32^ 1:4: V.1. i^.J. 11^ 	 ,te21 iJ 4J.^Zii1^i ZI M.,T	 t	 U,^Lti^ll^ \^leA^.. 4^.. J. 	 /'	 .4a. ^e ^.t.f. \ , JJ.tt: U^i +Fer '	 4«i t\.^
psych rol"Ictlor) wore uelier illy rc atz a,t ho -O ly intervc:lu r rom 09,E to :L SO
hours (P. D.	 July 29, 1963 and fro:. 2000 hers July 29, 19053 to G3'vO
ours July 3Q, 1963. Humidity dc:tew i it ^tiG^1a i21 v4 , ct . ti0L2 ^'Tvry	'. '` de ^'y v
L hour intervals.	 Tl1t°.« c O2ltinUOUIy reCOrdin; ti eri::o-rc^Pis ZTvrB Gya	 ^«',1::
throuChout the abservwtion period, out only hourly data are su .;,aI sized
here.
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Discussion of d.+.ta. --Data, obtained at the teat ar :a are siz-ilmarized
in fi6,ure s 8, 9, and 10.
Fi3-Ure 8 summarizes thermo-rapll records of soil tewls^;eratu.re, :0111:x1
air teimoerature, and local VT^?:ltk!@r CO21d2'U_	 trot 	Or C-11 G
the tcrlxaerature measurements.	 iron: of these data are directly related to
the infrared irna•(,;ery, which measures only surface teanperatures. 	 They a. -e
Of interest. however, because they docu , ,.ant the effects of so!.,, -- heatirliz
and nocturnal cooling and because they show tlam t heat lasses from the
surface are at a nearly constant, low rate during the early morni)_,e,^ .your-c.
Also of interest is the apparent insitlatin iZ effect Nhovpa by dxy
rassl cover in the thermograph -record from, T-3.	 Although curia	 the
fi
Period of ma,ximtsa solar %eating the Grass-covered soil is war y ad at
about the same rate as bare soil and attains about the sane lraximum
._1.,
i.
I
0
_^•	 Not,	 N.o V	 Va••_
hc_--,t loss frm	 r-ri dry	 ass covared arei.^O ♦*.'L^y *-'CC)
-"Oil. 1
_
1'11i'o	 -VW mi :L --	 V...k	 i
0",	 9 wh4 C:o ­:'3v
0
hourN;. It /100'.' Ilot (oL' f.
'41-Clations S1,10-ma	 •1L1 the 61
	j )	
for 
;'=­ay 1"xllc so *-'l •aroi:^'s
are colder than Grassy terrain.
Soil ter par" -'U-urc boneuth Green	 (curve T-31. Of fi ; O 2j)
N	 U1	 -'U- ic ot-lic- ­o_^hows a =.­ ximtu,.i ut Wbout 1 00 ours^"' 	 h	 I- iat is -W011 "oQlow v1 t:
tCLZ,0Qr"tUra curves azd is even less "Q' h:'M rkorIvX11 ir '4' el.v -
effect dueLO
	 Upartly to slujding by trio lea plant cover aad partly to
truns"Pirat- ioll ( see relc.tivc hmoddity ctxves of fi jar o 10). he Oar.'!^Y
morning	 for soil temerature beaeL4th -he vocetat-ion is the.
as for bare soil, but thic raCht not be so if the ve ,,,Otation-covcr_dU
area were lar3ar. The small plot of leafy plant growth is apparently
the only feature within the test area that can be re,,,olvod in the
infrared imagery and it is identifia'ale only in tho dayti::ic ima ,,ory aoW	 %J
a cool dar!t spot- 9
The infrared temperatures of fijurc: 9 are more di::ectly rcLL • o ,.I 14ro
contrasts shoi-rn in the imSery ., provided fliGlht,-time	 were
closely approxii.mited during the recording period. The; infrared tei^ ,.2c:i7a-
ture curves show the green vegetation of the 5a-, do­re o sion to baIJ	 'Lo 	 'd	 L)	 Uh_
coolest of the 3 surface types measured. Although test area vegt:tatioa
liras not detected in the early rzrning iimagery, larger rm , ,sses of sirailar.
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V y`1	 ;	 r•j	 )*q	 .{	 cs	 r1	 '1!	 7	 +^	 S'	 yr. .,	 x•"1"' r '1•-•r;1	 1^^•Ty':1 '1 r,	 l	 .♦ 	 ''^t • 1v.+. +.. v,I.t.:... 4„. .1• r1 l!r„f,L C,.rrl,, rclUr.. ,t11;1.^; liA•1, 11 ,.t•l.l lv,. ,a ^', ,.., ..r u i.. Y `v .(. 4.,^.L 4.+:.. ^;., v4r v G\i..'_S^.^,.; .y `V1.,5,..
mo-,a ins; 'tile :iT + a i e:ry ^7;: s obt,'Au
 : d -U,11u4n it 11as SYi7.E: to ut ^, ^ c:6 Cis v t;^: ^`7:»^C:
v ^, u': r y c .	 L i,,;UL o J and tlzu t;^4:^'^ aO;^w ;i1tl 3gisClo r'i^ G ^ ^':i sa:i'l
t sat are so•i•l cooLo	 than yi'4 Nii coveerod '`^,'•	 f^1;	 ,;
i;
L, ,
	 soil show ii, ,J;lrwi•Ui^s. o:^ i^vt,ry :.	 r	 ^. r 
avo.ra;,o slope and a s^-"rper marly riorain^ rj njraz,^ than do coi;^^ar<^l4
ri,casurements for dz-j Grass. With early Y.ornin-, ^c:ilw)G'xc.^.^;u?"i'a .o4 r  Iq^.l
do ,"ree;,; cooler -han those .^r,eaNu^°ea, it s, ^:rr s pos. iIale th t :in :^ruv,.:cl
i; e~'it.peraturc of bare soil could drop
 below those for gracsy areas.
Altslouja tIAs seems a likely e%j)2-anal on for some of the anomu..,Iouo
relations shown by the imagery other explanations are also os^^ °ole.
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2. It does afford il`ndirect `vidc!ncc, in the for,i of vc^;etutioa
;att:,;rn.a, tha t, perrrUt local iCleatificatioa o:^ thi'a 13— ^, ndxoas a^;?.'r;.
juc . evid2ace is inadequate tc u ac:e the cult cozi-t inuouslf throu` : thr--
in.aGed areas and in general the Fault is deliaeatf.,d better on pwnchro-•
matic aerial photos. In a few places, however, the infraredimbrkk ry is
cupor or to parnchropia'tic photor;r^^:n' for this purpose.
3 Some {geologic units can be better identified and more accurut oly
delineated on the infrared i 111aGory than by other remote sensor systio li s.
In the ir,ac;ery evaluated Here, alluvium, crystalline rocks, and po ^sibly
late ^e •tia.ry and Quaternaz-j noru7arine strata are identifiable and
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conditions for a long, enou"1,. period to perform the evaluation later.
ITo^reve^,clues to some of them: effects are 30n rally present in u:;e
i2:...-;Cry Cbild others c4:,n be evalu`aued %'„t a ;r is%)l: lavc:l bvr r round
observuatvioas. Althout 1h a rigorous aco o-ic- e`VL'].U7:^tio 	 o .xis
lar ;c an area. is ir..pracuical end would probably be unroal stic, u.
unersl appraisal can be useful if attention s eiVen to the non-
geologic effects
i
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EXPLANATION
♦ e
Alluvium and landslide debris
d mtbnnits recognized:
Alluvium„flood - plain and strertnt deposit 3;
(unpotterned) o)'unconsolidated sand,
milt, and grarel
Landslide debris. Arrows show inferred
direction (f'nturentent
Older allo y ,"atm „Iluud•ptrri11 and strea ►►t
deposits feireled pattern) a.esentienn-
molidated sand, silt, and grovel: in most
places nearor along exihtiny droinage
mystents
Paso Robles Formation
Sedimentary rocks of continental origin.
chiefly poorly consolidated clay, silt,
sand, and gravel. May contain some
strata assignable to units otter than the
Paso Robles
Volcanic rocks
Sedimentary rocks	 Rhytilde and obsirlinn
Well to moderately indurated clastic rocks 	 of .11iocenet?) age
variable in litholog(t but dominantly
sandstone, shale, and conglomerate.
Chiefly of marine origin except in upper
part. Tertiary part gf unit contains
nanterous t<ncurtforntities and is char-
acterized by obttrtdatit „facies changes.
Contains strata gf Cretaceous age only
on the nurtheaO side gfthe Erin Andreas
fault
Figure 6.&Generalized "'s °;	 Maap Of the Parkfield4holame area,
modified from 4ennings (1958), Marsh
- (1960), Dickinson*
(1963, 1966aj
 b ) and unpublished maps by T. W. Dibblee, Jr.;
(1967, Fig.3t
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